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Abstract
In this paper active feature models are proposed. They

utilize local texture features and a statistical shape model
for the reliable localization of landmarks in images. They
are related to active appearance models, but instead of
modelling the entire texture of an object they represent im-
age texture by means of local descriptors. The approach
has advantages with complex image data like anatomical
structures that exhibit high texture variation with limited
relevance for the recognition of the object location. Exper-
imental results and the comparison to AAMs on different
data sets indicate that active feature models can improve
search speed and result accuracy, considerably.

1 Introduction
Model based image analysis has become a widely ap-

plied strategy in various fields. The necessity to consistently
identify landmarks on different images with complex con-
tent meets the use of a priori knowledge in medical imag-
ing. Active shape models (ASMs) and active appearance
models (AAMs) [5] have proven to give reliable localiza-
tion results for landmarks. They build a statistical model of
shape and texture variation based on a set of training im-
ages or volumes. By representing the texture encompassed
by the landmarks in a compact manner they even allow for
photo realistic synthesization of image texture. Various ex-
tensions to AAMs have been proposed adding information
to the texture representation. In [7] wedgelets are used to re-
duce computational complexity. In [13] ASMs and AAMs
were combined in a hybrid approach for medical data seg-
mentation. In some applications - among them medical im-
age analysis - the variability of parts of the image texture is
either of no particular concern, or a low number of training
examples impedes a sufficient representation by a complete
texture model. This idea has been adressed in [4] where,
similar to ASMs, only image content close to the landmarks
is used for the regression in the model search. In [16] pre-
processed texture focusing on edge and corner structure is
used.
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Local texture descriptors tackle the task of texture repre-
sentation by extracting compact and highly informative tex-
ture features locally. Their specifity can be used to establish
point to point correspondences and recently they have be-
come a very successfull tool, used in different applications.
Examples for descriptors are blur descriptors used together
with a geometric distortion cost function in [2], shape con-
text [1], SIFT features [11], or steerable filters [9]. A com-
prehensive comparison of point descriptors is given in [12].
An interesting approach on combining spatial relation ships
and local features was proposed in [19].

The approach presented in this paper combines local de-
scriptors and a statistical shape model, in order to utilize a
priori knowledge during object search in new images. In
contrast to AAMs it captures texture only locally instead of
encoding the entire appearance of the objects in the train-
ing set. The texture is not used directly but represented by
means of features extracted by descriptors. These values are
integrated in an fast search scheme based on canonical cor-
relation analysis (CCA). In addition to restricting the com-
putation to the vicinity of the landmarks - assuming there
is a high chance of relevant image content in these regions
- it thereby takes advantage from descriptor properties like
higher specifity that might be better suited to represent a cer-
tain class of images. Instead of performing pairwise match-
ing of points in the images, the behavior of the descriptors
stemming from landmark displacements is trained utilizing
CCA in order to allow for a fast and efficient search during
application. The shape variation of landmark configurations
in the training set is captured by a statistical shape model.
During search i.e. the identification of the landmarks in a
new image, pose and shape parameters of the model are
updated according to the trained relationship between dis-
placement and descriptor responses. This results in robust
localization of the structure represented by the model. Ex-
perimental results for two different data sets are reported to
illustrate the effect. Hand/wrist radiographs and face im-
ages were used for evaluation.

The paper is structured as follows: In Sec. 2 the method
is explained in detail. The integration of point descriptors in
the AAM framework is described in Sec. 2.3 and the search
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procedure is explained in Sec. 2.4 . In Sec. 3 experimental
results are reported, and a conclusion is given in Sec. 4.

2 Methodology
Active feature models build a model based on a set of

training images. Corresponding positions of a set of land-
marks are known on all of these images, and a statistical
shape model is built based on the training shapes. Local de-
scriptors applied at the landmark positions are used to cap-
ture the image texture and to train the search algorithm that
fits the model to new image data during application. The
model is related to the standard active appearance model
[5], but instead of representing the entire texture in the im-
ages, only local patches are used for landmark localization.

2.1 Dealing with shape variation

We represent shapes by a finite set of n landmarks. Each
of nT shapes in the training set can then be represented by
a 2n dimensional vector x′

i generated by concatenation of
the x and y coordinates in 2 dimensional data. In order
to achieve a compact representation shapes are aligned by
procrustes analysis and PCA is applied to the resulting set
{xi, i = 1, . . . , nT }. It thereby creates a new coordinate
system that represents each of the vectors

xi = x̄ +
np∑

j=1

ajej, (1)

in an optimal way. The modes ej are the eigenvectors of
the covariance matrix sorted according to decreasing eigen-
value λj . x̄ is the mean shape and np can be chosen to
fulfill a given accuracy constraint. The eigenvalues λj cor-
respond to the variance of the data in the direction ej . aj

are the parameters that describe a shape with the help of the
model. In addition to the shape model parameters aj pose
parameters bj that control scale, translation and rotation of
the shape in the image space are necessary. Together they
build the parameter vector p describing an instance of the
shape in the image. In Fig. 2 two modes of shape varia-
tion for 8 hand bones are depicted. Dots represent the mean
shape x̄ of the training data, while the deformation caused
by the two PCA modes e1, e2 with highest eigenvalue are
visualized with lines.

2.2 Local features

The image texture is captured by means of local descrip-
tors. Any descriptor can be used, allowing for straightfor-
ward adaptation of the algorithm to different data, if de-
scriptors with favorable specificity and robustness with re-
spect to the application are known.

For local image texture description in the experiments
reported in this paper steerable filters [9] were employed
due to their reliability and low dimensionality. For a given

Figure 1. Filters for local description of tex-
ture.

position in the image they extract a feature vector f̂ de-
scribing local frequency and directional behavior of the tex-
ture. For the steerable filters, among others jets comprising
filters with frequencies θ ∈ {0.3, 0.6, 0.9} and directions
α ∈ {0, π/4, pi/2, 3π/4} (Fig. 1) proved to give reliable
descriptions. By utilizing complex modulus and argument
the algorithm works with feature vectors f̂i ∈ R

24 for each
of n landmark positions that are concatenated to f ∈ R

24n

used for the model search. Note that the argument gives
a good approximation of the shift of edges in the image, a
property that will be inherently exploited by the regression
described below, resulting in a behavior similar to active
shape models [6] if strong edges are present in the data.

2.3 AFM training

Given a statistical shape model build from training data,
AFM search has to fit an instance of the model to a new in-
put image. The search uses knowledge about how the local
descriptor responses correlate with the displacement of the
model parameters p. During training model parameters are
perturbed randomly generating a large number of displaced
model instances. A functional relation can then be learned
from the resulting feature vectors f and the corresponding
parameter displacement δp. The basic idea of AFM training
and search is similar to the AAM approach. The functional
relation is modelled by CCA. In [15] a CCA based AAM
search approach was proposed that outperforms the original
Gauss-Newton procedure.

Connecting landmark displacements and feature varia-
tion Given a set of training images that were used to build
the shape model, for each training image we generate a set
of synthetic shape instances by displacing the known cor-
rect parameter vector. Let f (popt + δp) denote the feature
vector consisting of descriptor responses at the landmark
positions in the image after diplacing the parameter vector
popt by δp, where δp is randomly drawn from uniform dis-
tributions from -1 to +1 standard deviations in the model
parameter space. An overall number of m feature vectors
with m corresponding parameter displacement vectors is
obtained. We denote the set of random displacement vectors
by P ∈ IRq×m and the set of corresponding feature vectors
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Figure 2. First two modes of shape variation
for hand bone data.

Figure 3. Datasets used for evaluation: (left)
face data, (right) hand data.

by F ∈ IRp×m. In our case q = np + 4 and p = 24n.
To learn the functional relation of these two signals P

and F canonical correlation analysis (CCA) [10] is em-
ployed. CCA is a statistical method for factor analysis
in two signal spaces. It determines linear combinations
of variables (canonical factors) in each of the two signals,
which are pairwise maximally correlated.

Applying CCA to the two data sets (parameter displace-
ment and feature values) yields empirical canonical factor
pairs Wf = (w1

f , . . . ,wk∗
f ) and Wp = (w1

p, . . . ,w
k∗
p ),

respectively, where i = 1 . . . k∗ ≤ min(m, p, q). After em-
ploying CCA, we perform regression on the leading canon-
ical projections Fproj = WT

f F and P. These projec-
tions are then used to compute the transformation matrix
l = F†

projP, where F†
proj = (FT F)−1F, that is used dur-

ing search. l consists of regression parameters, which have
been estimated from the leading k∗ canonical variates. By
discarding directions with low correlation, i.e., those vari-
ates which are poorly predicted by f an improvement of
overall predictive accuracy and robustness against noise [3]
is expected.

2.4 AFM search
AFM search determines an optimal fit of the model to

new image data. Instead of a straight-forward matching
of descriptor responses AFMs use the shape model to cope
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Figure 4. Mean landmark error for each itera-
tion; dashed line: AAM, solid line: AFM; (a)
face data, (b) hand data.

with ambiguous and repetitive image content, like medical
data, resulting in a reliable identification of landmarks.

Initialization The AFM search is initialized with a rough
estimate of the object position in the image. Shape parame-
ters are initialized with 0, corresponding to the mean shape.

Search During search, a new prediction for parameter
correction is calculated at each iteration. The prediction
δppredicted can be obtained as δppredicted = lfproj where
fproj = WT

g fcurrent.

As Rcca = lWT
g can be pre-computed during training

the final formulation of the prediction function is

δppredicted(fcurrent) = Rccafcurrent. (2)

The prediction of landmark positions in the input image
is refined by iterating the search procedure, until a conver-
gence criterion is met (e.g., the change of landmark posi-
tions falls below a certain treshold).

3 Experiments

Setup Experimental results are reported for two data sets:
1. For 36 hand/wrist radiographs metacarpal bones and
proximal phalanges were annotated by an expert. Corre-
spondences of 128 landmarks on the bone contours were
then established by an MDL based method [8, 18]. 2. In
a set of 36 face images 58 landmarks were annotated man-
ually [14, 17]. Search results for AFMs and CCA based
AAMs were compared. In order to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the AFMs to AAMs 4-fold cross validation was
performed on the sets. For each image 5 different random
initializations were generated, resulting in a total number of
180 searches. Fig. 3 shows examples of the two data sets.

Results For evaluation the mean landmark error during
search for AFMs and AAMs was compared. Fig. 4 shows
the mean error over all 180 searches. Since searches dif-
fer in length, the error value was set to a fixed value after
the minimum was reached, in order to allow for comparison
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Figure 5. Comparison of mean landmark er-
rors for each iteration, AAM performance
equals to 1, solid line: AFM search; (left) face
data, (right) hand data.

of the performance. For the hand data the mean error af-
ter AAM convergence at approx. 8 iterations is 4.56 pixels
while for AFMs it is 3.56 px with convergence at 3.26 px.
After 4 iterations AFMs already fall below the final error
level of AAMs. For the face data AAMs reach a mean error
of 5.87 px after 9 iterations, while AFMs slightly improve
this result to 5.28 px. However AFMs fall below 5.86 px
with the 4th iteration.

Fig. 5 shows a direct comparison between the two error
developings. 1 corresponds to the error during AAM search
and the AFM error is given as fraction of this value. After
10 iterations the error resulting from AFM search is 83%
for the hand data and 90% for the face data.

An interesting observation is the higher performance ad-
vantage of AFMs in comparison to AAMs for the hand data
as opposed to face images. The appearance of the hand ra-
diographs with landmarks situated on high contrast bone
contours benefits the compact steerable filter based tex-
ture representation and brings the approach close to ASMs.
In the case of face images, the improvement is less pro-
nounced, however, accuracy and search speed are better
than with the use of the entire texture. This indicates that
a successful application of AFMs is plausible on a variety
of image data.

4 Conclusion

In this paper active feature models are introduced. They
identify landmarks in images, based on a model compris-
ing shape variation and local texture features extracted at
the landmark positions. The dependency between model
parameter updates and texture features during search is es-
tablished during training by means of CCA. In contrast to
AAMs only a local description of image texture is utilized
as opposed to photo realistic rendering of the image. This
has advantages in complex data, like medical images, where
the high variation in the texture can have low relevance for
landmark localization and a small training set compromises
a decent representation of the texture in the model. AFMs
take advantage from CCA and a more flexible texture rep-
resentation that allow to utilize relevant features w.r.t. to the
data in order to perform a fast and efficient search.
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